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SERGE MOURACADE
VICE-PRESIDENT, ZAOUI & CO

STÉPHANE ZEGHBIB
VICE-PRESIDENT, ZAOUI & CO

Lebanese-born Mouracade and
colleague Stéphane Zeghbib act as the
“eyes and ears” for Michael and Yoël
Zaoui at the brothers’ new advisory
boutique by identifying opportunities
and executing much of the day-to-day
work on deals. Mouracade, who began
working in investment banking at the
age of 20, was hired by the brothers
after building a strong reputation at
Credit Suisse, where he worked for
six years. Since joining Zaoui & Co
in 2013, he has continued to work
on several notable deals, including
advising the Peugeot family on its sale
of a stake to China’s Dongfeng, French
cement company Lafarge on its $40
billion tie-up with Swiss rival Holcim,
and US corporate Dresser Rand on
its $7.6 billion sale to Siemens. He
says he has taken just five days off
for holidays in 2014. Mouracade is a
keen poker player and takes part in a
Lebanese poker league. He keeps a
spreadsheet of his performances.

Frenchman Zeghbib was Michael
and Yoël Zaoui’s first hire when the
brothers set up their advisory boutique.
Having started at Merrill Lynch in the
Paris office, Zeghbib moved to London
in 2012 to take a job with Michael
Zaoui’s former employer Morgan
Stanley in the retail group. There
he worked on transactions involving
French companies including GDF Suez
and the Casino Group. Described by
Yoël as “calm under pressure”, his key
deals since joining the firm include
working on L’Oréal’s buyback of a
€6.5 billion stake it owned in Nestlé,
the multibillion-dollar asset swap
between GSK and Novartis and the
initial public offering of French caterer
Elior, valued at €845 million. Zeghbib
played rugby while studying at the
École Polytechnique in Paris. His wife
is also an investment banker who
works in the technology, media and
telecommunications group at Goldman
Sachs.

